
 

MEMBERS FORUM 
MINUTES 

23rd May 2019 - Commenced at 10:00 (Sydney time). 
Base:- Sydney ICC 

14 Darling Drive, Sydney NSW - Room E3.1 
  

 DIRECTOR ATTENDEES:- 
  Chairman 
   Michael Biddle  michaelbiddle@rigcomaccess.com  
  C.E.O. 
   Rick Millar  ceo@waha.org.au 
  Hi Rise Access 
   Dave Davis  david.davis@hirise.com.au 
  Saferight 
   Mack McCormack mack@saferight.com.au 
 DIRECTOR APOLOGIES:- 
  IRATA Australasia 
   Alistair Merricks alistair@aira.net.au 
  SafetyLink 
   Simon Pedretti simon.pedretti@safetylink.com 
 GUESTS:- 
  Secretary 
   Deborah Chick  admin@waha.org.au 

    

    

Apologies: R. Kaminski, S. Colhoun, G. Heatley 
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Working at Height Association Limited 
ABN 79 116 837 819 

PO Box 91, Lane Cove, NSW 1595         

WAHA Members in Attendance

Z. Lawler 3M J. Tindal Hallweld Bennett

P Batchelor 3M A. Ferguson Karabiner Access

P. Noble Height Safety Engineers C. Myton RigCom

 A. Campbell Height Safety Engineers R. Svoboda Rotho Blass

S. Barber MSA R. Kaminski Safety Direct Solutions 

S. Sugden Paramount Safety T. Jenkins Baseline Training

M. Voss Sayfa C. Noe Baseline Training

A. Mcalpin Sayfa D. Di Dio Bunzl Safety

B. McCorkell Sayfa G. Heatley New Heights T&C

N. Stead Anchorsafe A. McCormack Saferight

D. Davis High Rise Access
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1. Director Report 
  Presented by Michael Biddle.  
  WAHA with the assistance of Scott Barber is putting a WAHA endorsed series for   
  architects.  
  Murray Voss presented the latest Industry Code for walkways, platforms,   
  guardrails. The collaborative approach from members has allowed relevance.  
  Member Auditing tools are in development, to allow members to self-assess their  
  organisation to attain an endorsement from WAHA.  
   
 1.1  Website 
  Industry relevant content is being re-published on the WAHA website. Members   
  need to ensure that they view this page regularly to see news, as well as login to  
  the members area of the website for additional resources and news.  

 1.2 Upcoming Events 
  Safety Connect - Melbourne 28/29 August has been deemed limited value for   
  WAHA members. As such, we will not be attending or holding a meeting in   
  Melbourne.  
  NSCA Foundation has allowed us to present a webinar, and future opportunities   
  exist for members to participate in. 

2. CEO Report 
  Presented by Rick Millar. 
  WAHA is sitting at 50 members, which is a fantastic milestone for the Association. 

 2.1 New Members 
  Two primary enquiries in progress, and from the SafetyScape expo additional leads 
  may also allow additional growth.  

 2.2 Marketting 
  eNews, website, marketing bulletins / safety notices all continue to be shared on  
  the website and via newsletter to Members. 
  Upcoming event opportunities include webinars and the IRATA ITEC in October   
  2019. 

 2.3 Technical / Forum Discussion 
  The shift to a Members Forum is to allow our members to participate in    
  conversation after presentations given by guests and WAHA Members on topics   
  that have been raised as important issues or topics for wider industry discussion. 
  For example; Training guidance on when personnel should undertake refresher   
  training. As an association we have issued no guidance on when this should be   
  undertaken. We need to discuss this, and have a unified approach.   
   
3. Administrative Report 
  Presented by Deborah Chick. 
  admin@waha.org.au is the primary email now for correspondence to Members  
  regarding enquiries, invoices, website content, etc.  
  IRATA ITEC being held in Sydney, from the 8th - 12th of October 2019. Opportunity  
  for WAHA to be involved through our member IRATA Australasia, including the   
  possibility of a stand in the exhibitors space.  
  Request for marketing material, including photos from members, articles or job  
  showcases where working at height methods have been implemented.  
   
  www.facebook.com/WAHAaustralia  
  https://www.linkedin.com/company/working-at-height-association 
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4. Technical Report / Members Discussion 

 4.1 Australian Standards Issues (1891 / 5532 / 2865 / 4488) 
  Presented by Phil Noble - Height Safety Engineers. 
  Continued issues with some SF15 committee members being inactive in the entire  
  review process, but still voting.  

  It has been proposed that ISO 22846 is adopted to replace 4488.1 and 4488.2. This 
  is looking more positive as recently British Standards have adopted ISO 22846. 

  1891.3 has been re-written, and should be presented in the next SF15 meeting in  
  June. Agreement has been reached that reference is only made to EN and ANSI.  
  Part 3 has been reduced from 89 pages down to 4, because there are no fall arrest 
  devices being manufactured in Australia. Once presented, it will be released for  
  public comment; of note, only new comments will be accepted (no repeat of past  
  comments). 

  5532 cannot be reviewed until the 1891 suite have been completed.  

  Suggested that an announcement is made from WAHA with an update on what   
  standards are current and what is still in review.  
  
5.  WAHA Industry Code Progress & Forward Activity 

 5.1 Addition of walkways, ladders, handrails 
  Presented by Murray Voss - Sayfa. 
  Supplementary to AS 1857; it is not an industry code to change the standard.  
  Plan is for the latest draft to be disseminated to WAHA Members.  

  There is a lot of focus on maintenance criteria, broken down into categories (i.e.  
  roof access, fall prevention). 
   
  Possible opportunity for images and diagrams to be extrapolated out to posters /  
  cheatsheets and branded by WAHA. 

  Suggestion to add graphics of person(s) facing the correct way for ascending /   
  descending ladders.  

  Note: a copy of this Industry Code will be made available via the Members area  
  of the WAHA website when it is finalised.  

6. Training Category Panel Discussion 
  Presented by Phil Noble - Height Safety Engineers. 
  The Upkeep of Refresher Training 
   
  What is the acceptable timeframe to undertake refresher training in areas such as 
  Safe Working at Heights and Confined Spaces. 
  Standard says “regular interval”; Legislation gives guidance that if someone   
  demonstrates incompetency that they should undertake additional training /   
  assessment. 

  The general industry standard is between 2 -3 years.  

  RTO statement of attainment cannot be issued with a date of expiration; unless  
  specifically approved by ASQA (e.g. CPR). 
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  Australian Standards require rescue units to be reassessed annually. It is proposed  
  that annual / bi annual reassessments beed to be undertaken.  
  There is no system in place to ensure currency of all required skills. 

  SW NSW Onus is put on the PCBU to ensure employees and contractors are   
  competent to  perform a task. Workers must be provided with all relevant health  
  and safety information, instruction and training about their tasks, their    
  workplace, the risks, and how to control the risks. Training and instruction needs  
  to be easy to understand, even for those who first language is not English (LLN).  
  PCBUs need to ensure all workers undertake induction and workplace safety   
  training, including new workers; train workers for the specific tasks they are to  
  perform; commit to appropriate supervision of workers; support regular training.  

  Some companies have and require regular interval training: 
  :- Height Safety - 2 to 3 yearly intervals 
  :- Confined Space - from 3 year intervals to annually 
  :- Breathing Apparatus - from 2 year intervals to annually 

  WAHA need to consider industry standard recommendations, and member   
  organisations should be expected to appropriate this recommendation.  
  WAHA to consider the requirement for all member organisations to nominate the  
  agreed ‘Industry Standard’ recommended reassessment date on all issued   
  certificates. 
  WAHA to consider lobbying ASQA and industry training package developers for   
  expiration dates on some qualifications to force refresher training.  
  WAHA to lobby for nominated training hours in all units of competency.  
  WAHA to consider whether or not it should recognise ‘on-line training’ for height  
  safety & confined spaces.  

  2 years has been suggested as the revalidation timeframe.  

  Proposed that WAHA produce some discussion documents to send through to   
  Members for additional comment.  

7. Architects View of Height Safety and its Aesthetics 
  Presented by Scott Barber - MSA 
  Interview conducted with Otto Nothnagel (NSW CPD & PALS); Architect with 7   
  years experience in residential design and 3 years in commercial.  

  Underwent a series of questions relating to factors considered, familiarity with   
  safety systems, communication to architects nationally, current CPD programme  
  etc.  

  As a general rule, how aware are architects of the Fall Protection requirements?  
  Well, Architects are aware of their Duty of Care (as part of the WHS Act), but at  
  what stage is it factored into the design process? Safety systems are factored into  
  the initial Design drawings, however these design drawings lack the full detail of  
  the later Structural drawings.  
  In larger projects, there are two teams managing the process. Design Architects  
  (DA) develop documents for client approval, the Structural Architects (SA) finalise  
  the design and take on project management roles.  

  They can rely on a Building Certifier Consultants (BCA) for suitable solutions (but  
  this is un-reliable from WAHA’s perspective as they are not technical experts). 
   
  Emphasis from WAHA needs to be made on the correct safety system installed.  
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  Through the AIA we have access to thousands of architects, however the means of  
  engagement need refining. WAHA would need to develop tools which can be used  
  by both the more and less experienced practitioners, leveraging the CPD program.  

  Opportunity for WAHA to publish articles in the AIA Journal, “The Architectural   
  Bulletin”. Possible topic: case study on the importance of implementing a safety  
  system early in the project. 

8. WAHA Confined Space 
  Presented by Ashley Campbell - Trainer: Height Safety Engineers. 
  Confined Spaces: Why are there still fatalities? 

  Fatal mistakes: Inadequate training, inadequate supervisor knowledge and/or   
  supervision, lack of having ‘appropriate’ confined space procedures in place,   
  attempting to rescue injured personnel from within confined spaces, contractors.  

  Issues include misunderstanding of the definition of Confined Spaces, legislative  
  requirements, lack of understanding of the definitions and confined spaces not   
  being identified.  
  Training time is inadequate; some providers are offering 5 UOCs in 4 hours   
  (recommended time 120 hours).  
  SWMS are inaccurate, incomplete, or not sufficient for the scope of work. This   
  may not be the case for large mining groups or utilities that have a far greater   
  understanding of confined spaces.  
  Rescue Plans need to be rapid, rehearsed and comprehensive as death in   
  confined spaces can occur within minutes. Rescue plans can assist in hazard   
  identification  and control.  
  Declining manufacturers knowledge is becoming globalised, so resellers do not  
  have the appropriate knowledge to inform their customers of the hazards, risks  
  and equipment required (gas detection, entry, exit and rescue equipment).  
   
  What can be done? Work Cover, SafeWork Australia and WAHA need to campaign to 
  increase knowledge on hazards and risks of confined spaces. Raise awareness for  
  small to medium enterprises and the rural sector, to better understand how to   
  identify a confined space, especially focusing on atmospheric conditions and the  
  increased risks of a confined space.  

  WorkCover NSW recently mandated timeframes on RTO providers for asbestos   
  training to two days to be listed as an approved provider.  

  WAHA and/or SafeWork NSW to recommend confined space supervisor training for  
  all persons supervising confined spaces work. 

  Education and increasing knowledge to regional areas, accessibility to    
  information, could be done through famers associations, newsletters, blogs and  
  articles, seminars, AG-skills (Green Growers) and other active trade shows /   
  presentations from WAHA. 

9. Member Open Forum 
  Presented by Michael Biddle - WAHA Director 
  Any other Business / concerns from members 

  Draft an email to SafeWork NSW / 5532 
  Testing requirements to be given by WAHA? (deforming D anchors) 
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 9.1 WAHA Directors 
  Due to a number of personnel shifting positions, we have openings for up to two  
  new Directors for the Association. There are pre-requisites and an official call will 
  be forthcoming in time for the AGM in April. 

10. Meeting Close 
  The meeting closed at 3.10pm 

11. Next Members Forum & AGM 
  Brisbane - July 25th 2019 
   Venue: TBC Baseline 
  
    
  Future Topics 
  Supervision in the working at heights and confined spaces industry sectors.  
  Member volunteers to present at expos on topics (eg. definition of CS)  
  Email invitations to other RTO providers who offer WAH / CS courses 
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